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Blue Mountains City Council acknowledges that the City of the Blue
Mountains is located on the traditional lands of the Darug and Gundungurra
peoples. In addition, Blue Mountains City Council recognises the unique
position Aboriginal people have in the history and culture of the Blue
Mountains. It is acknowledged that Aboriginal peoples in the Blue
Mountains have strong and ongoing connections to their traditional lands,
cultures, heritage and history. Aboriginal people are recognised as the
“Traditional Owners of the land” and it is important that this unique position
is incorporated into Council’s community protocols, official ceremonies and
events

What is a Resourcing Strategy?
Sustainable Blue Mountains 2025, the City’s community strategic plan, articulates the priorities and
aspirations of the community for our City. It identifies where we want to be as a City by 2025 and
how we will get there. Importantly, these priorities will not be achieved without sufficient resources
– money, people and assets.
This Resourcing Strategy outlines the Council’s resourcing commitment to implementing the
objectives and strategies within the community strategic plan, given available resources. Through
the Resourcing Strategy, the Council sets out its delivery and financial capability over the next 10
years. This Strategy also outlines the Council’s major resourcing challenges and its Six Strategies for
Financial Sustainability.
The Resourcing Strategy 2014-2024 is comprised of five parts. The last three parts are integrated
components of the strategy, which are legislatively required under the Local Government Act :


Part 1 –Overview, page



Part 2 – City Context, page



Part 3 - The Long-Term Financial Plan (LTFP), page



Part 4 - The Asset Management Strategy and Policy (AMS&P), page



Part 5 - The Workforce Management Strategy (WMS), page

This Strategy also sets out the available resources supporting implementation of the Council’s fouryear Delivery Program and annual Operational Plan.

About this document
Significantly, this Resourcing Strategy 2014-2024 presents three different financial scenarios and
associated funding options for Resourcing Our Future to build a successful future for the Blue
Mountains. A comprehensive program of community engagement on the three funding options,
detailed within this Strategy, is planned for implementation in August and September 2014.
The Service Dashboards: Summary Service and Asset Plans is a companion document to this
Resourcing Strategy. It provides a snapshot at one point in time (June 2014), of each Council Service
and how the three different Options for Resourcing Our Future impact on long-term service
provision levels and capacity to maintain, renew and upgrade built assets. It will also be used to
support the community engagement on how best we can achieve affordable and acceptable levels of
service going forward.
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Resourcing our future
Our vision is to build a successful future for the Blue Mountains
through improving the wellbeing of our community and the
environment. How well we can achieve this vision, depends to a large
extent upon the amount of revenue we have. Within available
funding, we continually strive to achieve the best possible range of
‘value-for- money’ services to meet the needs of our community.
This Resourcing Strategy is a key strategic document that outlines the
Council’s resourcing capability to implement our community strategic
plan – Sustainable Blue Mountains 2025. It guides and informs our
decision-making going forward, so that we can best achieve our vision
and meet the needs of our community within our available resources.
Like most councils in NSW, we face significant financial challenges. Despite our best efforts, available
funding is insufficient for us to maintain, let alone improve existing service levels. Factors behind this
include costs rising faster than our income, other levels of government shifting costs on to us and
much of the City’s $1 billion worth of built assets being old and in critical need of renewal.
We face unique challenges in servicing 27 dispersed settlements and managing over 10 thousand
hectares of natural bushland. As a community, the Blue Mountains also has responsibilities in
managing bushfire risk and protecting the natural environment, including mitigating the impacts of
development on our surrounding World Heritage Listed National Park.
To address the City’s financial challenge, the Council has developed Six Strategies for Financial
Sustainability (detailed in Part 3 of this document). A key component of these strategies is engaging
the community on how best we can balance service provision with available revenue - so that we
can achieve affordable and acceptable levels of service. Importantly, this Resourcing Strategy 20142024 sets out three different funding options for doing this. These options, detailed within this
document, are:
 Option 1: Service Levels Improved
 Option 2: Service Levels Maintained
 Option 3: Service Levels Reduced
Between 4 August and 15 September 2014, the Council is publically exhibiting this Resourcing
Strategy and in particular, seeking feedback from the community on which of the above options is
preferred. To support this, a comprehensive program of community engagement is planned and a
package of information is provided on the Council’s website, with hard copies of key documents
available for viewing at libraries and the Council’s Katoomba office.
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I would like to assure you that the Council is committed to meeting the needs of our community and
improving the financial sustainability of the City.
To ensure we are in the best position to achieve our vision of building a successful future for the
Blue Mountains, I encourage you to “have your say” on this Resourcing Strategy and on which option
you prefer for Resourcing Our Future.

Yours Sincerely

Mark Greenhill
Mayor
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Part 1 Overview

Includes highlights from:
Long-Term Financial Plan (Part 3)
Asset Management Strategy and Policy (Part 4)
Workforce Management Strategy (Part 5)
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The Blue Mountains Local Government Area is
unique.
Surrounded by World Heritage Listed National Park,
it is the only council in the NSW classified under the
Australian Classification of Local Governments as
category 12 - that is ‘Large Fringe City’ with a
population between ‘70,001 to 120,000’.
Nationally, it is one of only four with this
classification.
This means that comparison with other councils, on
aspects such as operating income and expenditure,
and community service provision, is effectively
impossible.
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1.1 Integrated resource planning
This Resourcing Strategy presents three integrated strategic plans: Long-term Financial Plan (LTFP);
Asset Management Strategy (AMS); and Workforce Management Strategy (WMS).
The LTFP is central to the integration of the resourcing plans as it provides 10-year projected
revenues that inform the financial extent to which infrastructure projects, workforce resources and
operational expenditure can be provided.
The Resourcing Strategy informs and is informed by a number of other legislatively required plans
and reporting frameworks as illustrated in Figure 1-1.

Figure 1-1 Integrated Planning and Reporting framework

The Council is working with all levels of government and community to achieve the implementation
of our community strategic plan, Sustainable Blue Mountains 2025. This Resourcing Strategy
presents three different Financial Scenarios and rating options to resource this achievement.
The following sections provide a summary overview of the key components of this Resourcing
Strategy and how the Council is addressing its financial challenge over the next 10 years so that we
achieve a successful future for the City of Blue Mountains.
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1.2 Financial performance
The following section provides a snapshot of the current financial performance of the Council.
In summary, the financial position as at year end 2012/2013 resulted in $92.7 million in revenue
(excluding capital) and $97.7 million in expenditure. The balance sheet shows total equity worth of
$802.7 million. Each year the Council lives responsibly within its means and has consistently ensured
that its annual cash budget is balanced against available revenue.
Other key points on the Council’s financial position are that:


Cash liquidity (i.e. working capital) is very sound and the majority of the financial
performance measures are above established financial benchmarks except for those relating
to funding required to adequately renew built assets (the Asset Renewal Ratio and Building
and Infrastructure Renewal Ratio).



As outlined in Part 4, the City faces a significant infrastructure funding shortfall in the order
of an estimated $238 million over the next 10 years (Figure 1-2).



As at 30 June 2013, the Council’s Loan Balance Outstanding was at $53.1 million. This debt
incurs annual interest repayments of $3.6 million and principal payments of $4.0 million,
which could otherwise be used to provide services. The Council is actively working to reduce
its debt and manage borrowings responsibly (see Part 3, section 3.5.2).



While a balanced cash budget is delivered each year for operational activities, the annual
Operating Result is still in deficit. Council’s Operating Result (which includes depreciation
and excludes capital grants) in 2012/13 was a deficit of -$5.0 million. This deficit result
highlights that the Council does not currently have sufficient capacity to fund on an annual
basis the required level of maintenance, renewal, upgrade and replacement of existing
Council assets.
For the Council to be sustainable into the future, its operating revenues must cover operating costs,
including the funding required to maintain and renew built assets. Ideally the Council’s Operating
Result should be in surplus. The main issue for the Council and the City is addressing the projected
infrastructure funding shortfall.
Figure 1-2 shows the Council’s estimated funding gap in managing all of its services and assets over
the next 20 years. The projected available revenue is shown by the black line on the chart. The bars
for each year show the projected requirement for expenditure on operations, maintenance, renewal
and upgrade. Over the next 20 years the chart reveals a funding shortfall between expenditure
requirements and expected revenue. In other words, the Council does not have the ability to keep
pace with the funding requirements of its $1 billion worth of built assets
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Projected Operating and Capital Expenditure 2015/16 – 2034/35

Figure 1-2 20-year projected asset funding shortfall.

When built assets are left to deteriorate, particularly in major asset classes such as roads,
investment to restore those assets can often be far more costly than regular asset maintenance and
renewal programs.
This also applies to the natural environment which, if allowed to deteriorate, cannot easily be
brought back to a healthy state without significant additional investment. The Council is responsible
for managing significant natural assets, including approximately 10,000 hectares of bushland and
over 300kms of waterways. While these cannot be easily “valued” or depreciated in the same way as
built assets, as detailed in Part 4 Asset Management Strategy, the Council also has insufficient
resources to fully address the funding required to look after these natural assets.
In summary, while our financial position is sound, we do face significant challenges each year in
managing costs that are rising faster than available revenue and in having the required level of
funding to adequately maintain and renew our built and natural assets.
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1.3 Ability to maintain financial sustainability
As is the case for many NSW councils, the Council’s ability to maintain financial sustainability is
constrained due to number of factors beyond its control.

1.3.1 Rate peg
For instance, annual rating revenue has been constrained by the NSW Government for the past 37
years through its policy of ‘rate pegging’. This ‘rate peg’ limits the amount by which councils can
increase their rates, irrespective of cost increases borne by councils.

1.3.2 Cost shifting
Another factor is the continual shifting of responsibilities from Federal and State Governments to
Local Government, without corresponding funding (known as ‘cost shifting’). In 2011-2012, cost
shifting to the City of Blue Mountains was estimated to be in the order of $6.9 million in additional
expenditure to Council. Over the period of 2006-2007 to 2011-2012 (six years) the impact of cost
shifting on the City of Blue Mountains is estimated at $33.3 million (an average of $5.5 million per
year) of additional expenditure requirements. Figure 1-3 shows the impact of cost-shifting and other
rising costs against the rate peg of 2014-2015.

Impact of costs against 2014-2015 rate peg
20.00%

18%

18.00%
14.90%

16.00%
13.40%

14.00%
12.00%

10.50%

10.00%
8.00%
6.00%
4.00%

2.30%

3.20%

4.30%

2.00%
0.00%

* Includes superannuation increases ** based on a 5 year average and includes our contribution to
the NSW Government for emergency management services.

Figure 1-3 Costs rising faster than allowed ‘rate peg’ increase
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1.3.3 Share of taxation revenue
It is important to note that the overwhelming share of taxation revenue (80.5%) is raised by the
Federal Government and the majority of this is raised via taxes on income (57.3%). Local
Government raises a very modest share (3.5%) of total taxation (i.e. rates) (Australian Centre of
Excellence for Local Government: 2012). Furthermore, Local Government’s share of total taxation
has been declining steadily since the 1960s. At the same time it has been estimated that Local
Government is responsible for provision of approximately 36% of local infrastructure.

1.3.4 Recent Federal Government Policy Impacts
Local Government has to continually adapt to changes in Federal and State fiscal policy. For example
the 2014 Federal Budget proposes an indexation freeze for three years on the Local Government
Financial Assistance Grant (FAG) and the cessation of the Federal Government 5% contribution to
pensioner rate subsidy. The financial implication of the indexation freeze is in the order of a $2.9
million cumulative loss in revenue over the next four years for the City of Blue Mountains, plus a loss
of $1 million per annum ongoing. The loss of the pensioner rebate subsidy will cost the Council
$80,000 per annum of revenue on an ongoing basis.

1.3.5 Workforce productivity
Our workforce strategies aim to ensure a sustainable workforce for the future through effective
management of workforce costs and productivity. The Workforce Management Strategy (Part 5)
identifies a number of planned actions for improving workforce capability and productivity. The
success of the plan is monitored by a number key performance indicators. Current indicators (Figure
1-4) show substantial improvement in productivity. Furthermore, Blue Mountains City Council is
recognized as a top performer in relation to employee attendance when benchmarked against other
NSW Councils, as evidenced in the NSW Council LGSA Survey – Unplanned Absence Average of 94%.
Quality of leadership

Employee Retention

Employee Satisfaction

•75% (2013)

•97.5% (2013)

•76% (2013)

•68% (2010)

•87% (2007)

•63% (2007)

Workforce Injuries

Workers Compensation
Premium costs

Workforce Attendance

•36 (2005)

•96.7% (2013)

•$1.3M (2007)

•22 (2013)

•$0.7 M (2013)

•Stable since 2010 and above
industry average

Figure 1-4 BMCC workforce productivity indicators
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Recent and future workforce development programs focus on leadership development, skills
development, workforce participation, workforce values and behaviours, and safety and injury
management.

1.3.6 Cost containment and efficiencies
The Council’s Six Strategies for Financial Sustainability (detailed in Part 3, Section 3.5.2) underpin a
continued commitment to cost containment and business efficiency. The Council has a rolling
program of best value service reviews and enforces budget containment strategies each year to
enable the cash budget to be balanced (i.e. expenditure to match available income).
Cost containment includes intentional actions being implemented to reduce the cost of labour and
materials and improve efficiency in service delivery.
Some notable efficiency and revenue achievements of the Council include:
Cost savings over past eight years – over $13 million in savings in the following areas:


Contract management and insurance -$3.5M



Vehicle and purchases/ management - $2.5M



Business and process Improvements - $0.4M



Labour and consultancy cost reductions - $4.0M



Materials management practices - $0.4M



Waste initiatives -$2.0M



Other operating costs - $1.0M

Future projected savings


$3 million of the above past savings are likely to continue on an annual basis; that is, the direct
action taken to reduce costs has an ongoing financial benefit. This is because many of those
savings would re-occur annually if there had been no action taken to reduce costs.


In addition, over the next five years, projected savings include
 Savings in interest payments - $3.0M; and
 Contract savings for utilities, hardware - $0.5M

Revenue initiatives
Since 2009 the council has raised $40 million in specific purpose grants, plus $47 million from
Financial Assistance Grants and other contributions .
Other operating initiatives implemented by the Council to increase revenue have included:


Year round swimming from investment in a pool cover at Glenbrook Swim Centre resulting in
increased revenue - $60,000 per annum, ongoing



Environmental health and regulatory recovery of court costs $130,000 (one-off)



Credit card acceptance at parking metres - $125,000 per annum, ongoing
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Shared resourcing of customer service desk, income from RMS agency - $18,000 per annum,
ongoing

1.3.7 Management of Service and Asset Priorities
Asset planning work is integral to making effective financial decisions, managing risks and prioritising
service delivery to the community. However, strategic asset management is relatively new work to
local government. Part 4 - Asset Management Strategy presents the Council’s Asset Management
Improvement Plan, which aims to continually improve asset data confidence levels and strengthen
the Council’s strategic and operational asset management.

1.3.8 Reduction of debt
The Council has committed to reducing its debt position by ceasing the practice of borrowing $2.3
million each year for non-major asset works, as well as directing any surplus cash funds to reducing
borrowings, wherever it is effective to do so. Any proposed new loan borrowings are subject to the
Council’s Borrowing Policy including rigorous business case assessment and ongoing monitoring of
the financial capacity of the Council to withstand additional debt.

1.3.9 Advocating to other levels of government
We continue to advocate to State and Federal Government on a range of matters to achieve fairer
allocation of resources, reduce cost shifting and improved service delivery for the community.
The main issues that are of current focus are the low share of revenue taxation which Local
Government receives, the imposed Waste Levy costs, rate-pegging, required contributions to State
Emergency Management that are above the rate peg, and the recent announcement on Financial
Assistance Grant indexing freeze. Further details and discussion on these matters are presented in
Part 3, Long Term Financial Plan.

1.4 Independent reviews on Local Government
sustainability
1.4.1 Local Government Review Panel Assessment
The Independent Local Government Review Panel (November 2012) concluded there was a need for
councils to raise additional revenues from rates. The review stated:
The available evidence points to a very difficult fiscal outlook for NSW and Australia as a
whole – constraints on revenues during a time of relatively slow economic growth, coupled
with the need to fund infrastructure gaps and increasing demands for services... local
government cannot expect increases in total state and federal funding and may well see a
declining trend in specific purpose grants. Making the best use of existing external funding
and of local government’s own tax base – rates – will assume even greater importance.
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1.4.2 Treasury Corporation Independent Assessment
A report into the financial sustainability of Blue Mountains City Council , prepared by the New South
Wales Treasury Corporation (TCorp) in March 2013, notes that the Council’s “expenses have been
well managed” and the Council’s “liquidity and financial flexibility is sound”. However, this report
also confirms that "the forecast capital expenditure is significantly below the levels required to
maintain an acceptable asset base because of insufficient funds”.
While this report assessed the Council’s financial sustainability rating as ‘weak’ in the short term,
and its three year outlook as ‘neutral’, the report also noted the following:
“TCorp’s Financial Assessment and Benchmarking Report was prepared based on an earlier
LTFP [Long Term Financial Plan] which has now been superseded. The revised LTFP, recently
adopted by [Blue Mountains City] Council, has been based on six key financial strategies that
together address the key issues raised by TCorp. These strategies include renewing existing
and seeking additional special variations for infrastructure and environment works, ceasing
future loan borrowings subject to annual reviews of borrowing capacity, continuing to engage
the community on achievement of affordable and acceptable levels of service, implementing
service level reviews and adjustments to ensure value for money….Council’s latest LTFP
addresses …TCorp actions ….with the expectation being that Council will achieve a projected
surplus operating result (excluding capital items) by 2023 of $500,000.” (TCorp, 2013:5)
TCorp specifically highlighted the importance of the Council’s financial strategies for increasing
revenue and restricting loan funding. They made the following comments in their report:
When analysing the financial capacity of the Council we believe Council will not be able to
incorporate any further loan funding in addition to the already forecast loans.
Council to consider seeking extensions of the SRV [special rate variation] and Environmental
Levy, which are critical to the Council’s debt repayment abilities.

1.5 Our plans to address financial sustainability
1.5.1 Community Strategic Plan
The financial challenges and service needs of the community are addressed in accordance with the
objectives of Sustainable Blue Mountains 2025. The main objectives applicable to the Resourcing
Strategy goals are:
6.1

The Council lives responsibly within its means and strengthens its financial
sustainability

6.2

The Council provides transparent, fair and accountable civic leadership

6.3

The community is informed, consulted and engaged

6.4

The Council provides value for money services

6.5

The council, other levels of government and the community work together to implement
Sustainable Blue Mountains 2025
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6.6

Sustainable services, assets and infrastructure are provided in the City.

1.5.2 Delivery Program objectives
In 2012, the Council resolved a commitment to financial sustainability. The Council’s Delivery
Program 2013-2017 emphasises the Council’s commitment to:


A financially sustainable Council living within its means



Responsibly managing its assets within available resources using a risk approach



Reviewing and providing affordable and value for money services.

 Strengthening our governance and risk management
The Council subsequently endorsed Six Strategies for Financial Sustainability.

1.5.3 Six strategies for financial sustainability
To improve the financial position of the City, the Council has taken leadership in developing Six
Strategies for Financial Sustainability (Figure 1-5). These strategies are detailed in Part 3, Section
3.5.2.
Six Strategies for Financial Sustainability

Figure 1-5 BMCC six strategies for financial sustainability

1.5.4 Strategy 4 – Increase income through special rate variation
The LTFP proposes three financial scenarios/ options to improve the financial position of the Council,
and address the significant infrastructure-funding shortfall, and to maintain, or improve service
delivery, Financial scenarios 1 and 2 each contain revenue assumptions that involve proposed rate
increase options including continuation of an existing Environment Levy. A third financial scenario
contains the option for no special variation to rates; however, this scenario entails a reduction to
service levels in order to reach financial sustainability targets.
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1.6 Building a better future
1.6.1 Why is there a need to increase rates or reduce service levels?
The purpose of the proposed options for rate increases or service level reduction is so the Council
can be in a financial position to sustainably manage community priorities, the infrastructure funding
shortfall and improve the financial position of the Council.
The Asset Management Strategy indicates that $210 million or 21% of the total built asset value is
currently in poor condition. This is expected to grow to around 37% in 10 years’ time. (
Figure
1-6)
Condition of Built Assets
NOW

In 10 years time

Figure 1-6 Condition of built asset portfolio current (2014) and 10-year forecast (2024)

1.6.2 Benefits of proposed rate increase
The benefits of the proposed options to increase rates include enabling the Council to be in a
financial position to renew and maintain built assets as required, to better mitigate and address
priority risks, to better prepare and respond to natural disaster emergencies including bushfires, to
better respond to assessed needs of the community, and to retain capacity to look after the natural
environment. Additional investment in our built infrastructure and natural environment not only
benefits the local community, but also the tourism and retail sectors with flow-on multiplier effects
for our towns and villages and local economy, including job creation.
The special rate increase proposals include the renewal of an existing Environment Levy (discussed
below).
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Expiring Environment Levy contribution
A current special variation to rates, known as the Environment Levy, is due
to expire on 30 June 2015. This levy has been in place since 2005 and
supports environmental management of land under the responsibility of
the Council. The levy costs ratepayers less than $1 a week.

If the Environment Levy is not continued, then the impact of the funding
loss commencing 1 July 2015, will mean:


Loss of co-funded revenue from other levels
of governments and environment agencies
(currently over $3.6 million since 2005)



Reduced support for the work of more than
500 community conservation volunteers,
working in Bushcare and Landcare



No water quality testing across 40 local
waterways (including recreational sites)



Cuts to Council’s visitor facilities
improvement program, including walking
track and lookout closures



Visitor facility asset failure and closures,
adversely affecting local tourism economy



Cuts to rehabilitation work across 130
priority bushland and creek sites

Prince Henry Cliff Walk follows the cliff topes from
Katoomba Cascades to Gordon Falls Picnic Area at Leura.
Council is renewing 250m of this 120 year old walking track
at Katoomba Falls.

Improving walking tracks

1.6.3 Three possible rating options
The three Financial Scenarios of the LTFP include three rating options summarised below.
Option 1: Service Levels Improved
This option reinstates the existing Environment Levy in 2015/16 on a permanent basis (a 6.6%
increase including an estimated 3% rate peg increase), followed by three increases of 9.6% (including
rate peg) from 2016/17 to 2018/19. These increases would remain permanently in the rate base and
would raise an additional $28.2 million over this four year period.
Service levels will be improved, with additional funding raised being targeted to reducing the
proportion of built assets (roads, footpaths, drainage, town centres, public toilets) in poor condition
reducing from 21% to 17% by 2024. Under this option our emergency preparedness and response is
also improved, the current capacity of the Council to protect and restore the natural environment is
retained and community services and facilities (playing fields, leisure centres, libraries, community
development service etc.) are improved.
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Over 2015/16 to 2018/19 the cumulative increase to rates under this option is 40.4%. However, this
includes the existing Environment Levy (which ratepayers are already paying) as well as allowed
annual rate peg increases estimated at 3% per year. If these are excluded, then the actual increase
above current rates is 23% over the four years.
Option 2: Service Levels Maintained
This option reinstates the existing Environment Levy in 2015/16 on a permanent basis (a 6.6%
increase including rate peg), followed by three increases of 7.4% (including rate peg) from 2016/17
to 2018/19. These increases would remain permanently in the rate base and would raise an
additional $20.9 million over this four year period.
Under this option, additional funding raised would be targeted to ensuring existing service levels are
maintained, with the proportion of built assets in poor condition remaining at 21% by 2024. Our
emergency preparedness and response is maintained, community services and facilities are
maintained at current levels, and the current capacity of the Council to protect and restore the
natural environment is retained.
Over 2015/16 to 2018/19 the cumulative increase to rates under this option is 32.1%. However, this
includes the existing Environment Levy (which ratepayers are already paying) as well as allowed
annual rate peg increases estimated at 3% per year. If these are excluded, then the actual increase
above current rates is 15% over the four years.

Option 3: Service Levels Reduced
This option discontinues the existing Environment Levy when it expires in June 2015 resulting in a
reduction in rating revenue of $6.9 million over four years. Rates will increase by rate peg only
(estimated at 3% per annum). There will be a significant reduction in service levels, with
deterioration in our built assets from the current 21% in poor condition to 37% in poor condition by
2024. Our capacity to prepare for and respond to emergencies will be reduced and our community
services and facilities will be reduced. Our capacity to protect and restore the natural environment
will also be significantly reduced.
Table 1-1 shows the proposed annual rate increases under each option.
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Table 1-1 Proposed annual rate increases

ANNUAL RATE INCREASE (%)
Rate Peg
Option 1
SERVICE LEVELS
IMPROVED

Environment Levy
(reinstated)
Additional Rate Increase
Total Annual Increase
Rate Peg

Option 2
SERVICE LEVELS
MAINTAINED

Option 3
SERVICE LEVELS
REDUCED

Environment Levy
(reinstated)

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19
3%

3%

3%

3%

3.6%

-

-

-

-

6.6%

6.6%

6.6%

6.6%*

9.6%

9.6%

9.6%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3.6%

-

-

-

4.4%

4.4%

4.4%

Additional Rate Increase
Total Annual Increase

6.6%*

7.4%

7.4%

7.4%

Rate Peg

3.0%

3.0%

3.0%

3.0%

Environment Levy
(discontinued)

-

-

-

-

Additional Rate Increase

-

-

-

-

3.0%*

3.0%

3.0%

3.0%

Total Annual Increase

* Ratepayers would experience lesser increases in 2015/16 than shown in this table, due to the effect of the Environment
Levy already being a part of 2014/15 rates. Under options 1 and 2 the Environment Levy is reinstated, resulting in an actual
increase of 3.0% for 2015/16 above current rates, while under Option 3 the Environment Levy is not renewed, resulting in a
slight reduction in rates of approximately 0.5% for 2015/16.
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1.6.4 Where the special rate increase income will be spent
The expenditure of available funding and new revenue from any special rate variations, is proposed
to be directed by the 10 year Resourcing Strategy including annual reviews of Asset Management
Plans. Expenditure would be targeted to reducing the proportion of built assets in poor condition,
managing risk, and funding critical asset renewal and maintenance priorities that address assessed
community needs. Results of Council’s service and asset planning work and of community survey
priority outcome assessment, have indicated four key areas where service levels need to be
improved and / or maintained:
1. Built Infrastructure
2. Emergency Preparedness and Response
3. Environment
4. Community and recreation services and facilities
The priorities for asset funding will focus on renewal of critical assets where high risk or community
need have been identified.
Figure 1-7 summaries the proposed expenditure priorities and estimated allocation of funding
towards these priorities under the proposed rate increase options 1 and 2.
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Special Rate Increase Expenditure Areas
How much will be spent to ‘improve’ (Option 1)
or ‘maintain’ (Option 2) service levels ?
Option 1 - Service Levels IMPROVED
$47.3 million

$4.5 million

$22.5 million

$24.2 million

OR
Option 2 - Service Levels MAINTAINED
$33 million

$2 million

$19.3 million

$16 million

Where will money from increased rates be spent?
Built
Infrastructure

Emergency
Preparedness &
Response

Environment (includes
Environment Levy funding)

Community and
Recreation

Expenditure prioritised according to critical asset priorities that support services that the
community places a high value on and/or those that have a high risk profile
Roads & Bridges

Disaster and emergency
management planning

Weed control

Sports facilities

Restoration of

Park revitalisation

Bushfire impact

waterways, Pollution

Bus stops/shelters,

preparedness and

management Bushcare

Stormwater drainage

prevention

and Landcare programs

Town centres-public

Asset protection works

Environmental

Footpaths

domain

education

Council buildings

Habitat restoration

Technology upgrades

Walking tracks and

Community buildings
Community
development programs

lookouts

Figure 1-7 Proposed expenditure areas and allocation of funding under Options 1 and 2, for the term 2015 to 2024.

Further details of proposed funding areas can be found in Parts 3 and 4 of this document.
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1.7 Community consultation on options
A program of community engagement will occur between 4 August to 15 September 2014 on the
three rating options including within LTFP Financial Scenarios outlined in Part 3.
A variety of methods will be used to engage ratepayers during this time as outlined in the adopted
Resourcing Our Future: Community Engagement Strategy –
(see www.bluemountainshaveyoursay.com.au - click on Resourcing Our Future)
To support the engagement process, a comprehensive package of information is provided on the
above website, with hard copies of key documents available for viewing at libraries and the Council’s
Katoomba office.
The Council will consider submissions from the public before resolving in December 2014 on
whether or not to make an application in February 2015 to the Independent Pricing and Regulatory
Tribunal (IPART) for a special rate variation to take effect 1 July 2015.
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